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Figure 1: Vitamin B12  

 

Vitamin B-12 

Vitamin B12 is one of the nine water soluble vitamins important for healthy body functioning 
(Figure 1).  The most important roles vitamin b12 plays in the human body are in the formation of 
red blood cells and the formation of the myelin sheath around the nerves.  However, diabetics 
and individuals with cardiovascular disease may be subject to, or have been a subject of vitamin 
b12 deficiencies.  Since the effects are seen in body systems with a large range of function, the 
symptoms of vitamin B12 deficiency can sometimes be very ambiguous.  The symptoms can 
range from tiredness and weakness to loss of balance and memory loss; Pernicious and 
megaloblastic anemia  can even result.  A deficiency may also take from months to years to 
manifest depending on the cause and severity.i,ii,iii 

Two of the most common causes of vitamin B12 deficiency are 
diet and age.  Because most sources of dietary vitamin B12 
come from animals, vegans who do not efficiently supplement 
their diet are at risk.  The elderly community is also at high risk 
not only because of their diet, but also the less efficient 
functioning of the digestive system.  Diabetic patients medicated 
with metformin increase their risk with increased dose; the 
mechanism metformin goes through to help maintain healthy 
blood sugar levels also causes malabsortption of vitamin B12.  
When taking proton pump inhibitors like omeperazole, or what is 
more commonly known as Prilosec®, individuals tend to have 
issues with malabsorption over years of treatment;  This is due to 
the decrease in acid production in the gut which decreases the 
release of cyancobalamin from food so it can be incorporated by 
Intrinsic Factor(IF) of the gut.  i,iii,iv 

Intake of vitamin B12 starts by ingestion and then digestion by 
your saliva.  Once reaching the gut, B12 bound to proteins in food are released by the acids 
present.  The B12 can then bind the Instrinsic factor.  
Once bound to IF, B12 is stable enough to travel 
into the intestines where it can be absorbed into 
your body because of its association with IF.  In 
some cases the B12 cannot bind IF in the gut and 
will bind haptocorrin, but be displaced in the 
duodenum by IF.   Once taken in my endocytosis, 
cyancobalalmin is released and available to bind 
serum proteins for physiological use. Figure 2 
shows the pathway vitamin B12 travels from 
ingestion to absorption.i, v,vi,vii   

Other testing methods can be very insightful as to 
the cause of the B12 deficiency.  The Schilling Test 
uses radiolabeled vitamin B12 to determine if there 
is a problem with the absorption of the vitamin.  
Fasting gastrin levels are sometimes also used to  

Figure 2: Pathway of Vitamin B12xiii 
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